
WE SUPPORT UNSIGNED, 
UNDISCOVERED AND 
UNDER THE RADAR MUSIC. 

ADVICE WHAT DO THESE GUYS DO? 

Everything you need to know about the 
music industry’s cast list, also available at: 
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 bbc.co.uk/music/introducing/advice/ 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/music/introducing/advice/
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WHAT DO THESE GUYS DO? 

MANAGER 
A manager will oversee every aspect of an act's career; from finding the right producer to getting 
signed to dealing with your finances. 

They'll help define every aspect of your sound, look after your day-to-day dealings with record labels 
and develop a strategy for your future. A manager will also deal with the business side of things like 
A&R and getting gigs.  Many acts liken the relationship to a marriage due to the intensity of it. 

A&R 
As well as scouting for and signing new bands, A&Rs will spend the majority of time nurturing the 
bands they've already signed through their careers. They will be the ones arguing to increase the 
budget for the recording of your new album or devising a marketing plan for your new single. 

PRODUCER 
Primarily a producer works with an act to get their songs onto record. They will help an act choose the 
right tracks and capture the right sounds for a record. 

They will also play an intermediary role between act and label, understanding a label's commercial 
concerns but also the creative concerns of a band. A producer will also look after the administrative 
aspects of a record (like obtaining clearance for samples). 

ENGINEER 
Working closely with a producer is an engineer, who will use their  technical know-how and studio 
wizardry to translate a band's vision onto record. They'll record all the musical elements of a song and 
mix them together. 

PROMOTER 
A live music promoter will choose and book acts to play in their venues. They'll work with live agents 
to find out who is touring and book them months in advance. 

“A promoter is primarily responsible for getting people through the door and everything else from the music to 

the advertising, to the marketing, to the programme of the actual night. It all comes to the promoter, and they 

have the final say on everything.”—Tom McCarthy - Promoter, Fabric 
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They're responsible for all aspects of the venue from arranging entertainment licenses, dealing with 
budgeting issues, ticketing, sponsorship for the venue and gig as well as the production and staging of 
the gig. It's also up to them to do a degree of the publicity for the event, especially at a local level. 

BOOKING AGENT 
It's their job to book tours, negotiate fees and get the best billing for their acts. A booking agent may 
get involved with an unsigned act, with an eye to developing them and helping them get bigger shows 
but it's more common for an unsigned act to own book their own gigs. 

“A booking agent takes requests, negotiates the fee, sorts out your travel, sorts out your hotel, then sends you 

an itinerary of exactly where you're going and how to get there. So basically, you just get your music and get on 

the train, and don't have to worry about all that.”—Toddla T 

TOUR MANAGER 
As well as making sure a band gets to the right venue at the right time to perform a gig, a tour manager 
will handle all the personnel issues during a tour. These can include everything from handling the 
press during the tour, checking if they band are healthy enough to perform and making sure budgets 
are in check. 

PLUGGER 
There are three types; radio pluggers, online pluggers and TV pluggers. Radio pluggers will try to get a 
band played on the radio, Online pluggers cover all your promotion with websites and mobile phone 
companies and a TV plugger will try to get a band on the TV. As well as live performances, they will try 
to get interviews and sessions for the band. They will work out where the best audio and visual outlets 
are to get a new record noticed. 

PUBLISHER 
Publishers look after the rights of songwriters and composers. Primarily they will make sure 
songwriters get royalties from a record. They can also help a songwriter sell their songs to other acts 
and get them licensed for use on films and TV shows. Bigger publishers can also help a band in the 
recording process. 

Publishers collect all the money that you get from radio play so, for example, every time you get played on Radio 

1 you'll get a certain amount of money. You get money for synchs too, which is when your music gets used in 

adverts. Your publisher deals with all of that - so you can get a lot of opportunities thanks to them.”—Marina 

Diamond 
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